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WAY DOWN SOUTH--At the for top, Robin
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reflections on the trip, turn to page 7.
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Schools shift towards outcome-based education
by Kara Sutton-jones
Education Reporter

PORTFOLIO. RUBRIC. SELF-EVALUATION.

Such terms are bound to become commonplace
within the next few years, as Oregon gears up
for the shift to evaluation-based education. This
drive to redesign the current educational struc-
ture will have far-reaching effects in the uni-
versity system. Even now, there are classes
taught at OSU with a slant towards evaluation-
based education.

The Department of Foreign Languages
has such classes. These classes are taught with
a set of guidelines that measure proficiencies.
Proficiencies of a second language include
reading, writing, listening, speaking, and cul-
ture. The idea is that
students will be held
accountable to dem-
onstrate similar skills
that align with the
new PASS (Profi-
ciency-based Admis-
sion Standards Sys-
tem.) proficiencies.

PASS is a set
of expected profi-
ciency levels in cer-
tain subject areas. It will serve as uniform and
public admissions standards for incoming stu-
dentseventually replacing course grades. The
first group of students to be admitted under
PASS will be the class of 2001, though they
will only be judged on the subjects math and
English. Full implementation of PASS will be

SOCIETY FOR LOGIC AND
REASON

Q: What Is the Society for
LogIc and Reasoq,_

A: "We're the only 'oup hereThi \
campus dedicated towards the

promotion and enhancement offree
thought, skeptidsm, secularism,

atheism, and bumonism."

\\
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PASS
Pmflciency-based Admission standards

System)

Proficiency standards instead of letter
grades.

By 2000, proficiency testing in math
and English.

By 2005, proficiency testing in six
subjects.

enforced in 2005. and it will be in the six profi-
ciency subjects: English. math. science, social
science, the arts, and a
second language.

Such standards
will influence and
most likely change
common teaching and
grading practices in
departments across the
board. Several OSU
departments stated
that while they do not currently have such
classes available, they are looking into the vari-
ous possibilities. A few departments are now
experimenting with different combinations of
projects, tests, and scoring criteria. One depart-

ment head speculated that
within the next two to three
years. he expected to see
more evaluation-based
courses being offered
through his department. If
current outcome-based
courses are any indicator,
more projects. portfolios.
and scoring guides can be
expected in classes. In
some cases, an emphasis is

placed on multiple drafts of papers and im-
provement through the feedback of peers and
instructors.

Under this system. more individual at-
tention from professors is required. not to men-
tion the work expected from the student. Span-
ish professor Juan Antonio Trujillo, who uses

"We're a group ofsiudenrs who believe in liw free
and responsible search for individual meaning, the
inhewni non/i and dignity ofevery person, and we
hate a deep respect for the inrc'dependeni web of

%%'Fzic/I tt'e arc a/I a pan.

E-mail iIiciaIh1peak.org mr more information!

it The Unitarian Universalist
dl Fellowship of Corvallis

29 NWC,ccIc iII,d..('pn.iIi,'.OK9'33O ..'...pnkfl/-wEctr'

1 believe we can give more
meaningful feedback than
letter-grades and numbers.

--juan Antonio TrujilIo,
Spanish professor

an evaluation-basis for his classes, commented.
"1 believe we can give more meaningful Feed-

back than letter-grades
and numbers, and I've
tried to provide that. Now
students are making more
improvements in those ar-
eas that I've pointed out."

Still, it stands to rea-
son that there will he those
who are resistant to such
a system-both students

and Faculty. Some students may not fare well
in the outcome-based system because it de-
mands that students be more self-directed in
their learning. The structure also requires that
instructors maintain a certain degree of objec-
tivity in assessment and be ready to put more
time into evaluations. With already over-
crowded classrooms, this may become difficult.
Trujillo voiced his concern on this issue, say-
ing. ''I hope that if the administration is going
to follow' through with this that there will be
more funding for training:

For the most part. students seem to have
mixed feelings about the system. UI-IC student
Rachel Garfunkel explained that she had
learned quite a bit from her experiences in
evaluation-based Spanish classes. Her biggest
concern was that "the guidelines need to be re-
ally clear."

Nevertheless, the future's at hand. As
time moves forward, so does education. The
values that are held today will change, as will
the ones that people cling to tomorrow.

Remember to register ftrrr r

Pownion',, I Th(IFII' WI 2nd St, In.'.I Li' till ' I Hn,,ilure
S

(:Lrds. Gifts
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Are we cheating ourselves out of an education?

Q: Do you cheat? If so how often?
Why?

A: ''1 in mental/i lazy, and / want to get
good grades. I cheat even' now and then.

'1 don / need to cheat.

Help! The Chronicle is going to be
losing a lot of its staff next term!

We need replacements!
Do you know how to write well,

proofread with precision or
layout pages in a lavish style?

The Chronicle can als(betaken\
Honors College cre1dit! E-mail the

editor at yehd@uc\orstedu for
more informakon! /

'1 haven cheated since Jug/i School. I've No. Cheating is just a/?nin a/disrespect
liwl nightmares even that have kept be from for the rules and the work that people put

eve#i t/i inking about it here in college. into tb/Inning them but it also just depends.
I have a friend who

The web snakes cheats now and then, hut

cheatingso easy. Cheating kind of defeats the he also works his way
I do it because! whole purpose of going to through school, and he

can get awa college, don't you think? We're to help out his fain-

with it. " here to get an education. i/v financially since he
comes from a poor finn-
ii'. He really cares about

school, hut sometimes he just doesn 't have
the dine or the ene'' to study as much as
he would like to, so he cheats. He has to
keep his grades upforscholarship require-
ments, etc. But he always goes back and
learns the inatenal. which in the end is the
most important. He loves learning. I think

as long as he doesn make a habit ofit. on
occasion it can be ,rust,jied since he has
,rall' tough circumstances.

"Not a/len any-
more. I did more in High SchooL Not so
much in college. the consequences are
worse.

Q: Is there ever any justification for
cheating?

A: "Cheating is ridiculous! Why do it?
People shoiddn tfocus on grades so much.
I don 't think there : any/usti/Ication fhr it.
People think it can be rationalized but it
really can

"Cheating kind of defeats' the whole pur-
pose of'going to college. don von think?
We re here to get an education. Kidding
yourself by cheating is just se(/Ldestruc_
rye.

"No. I always feel guilty when I cheat. It :
wrong."

L AVID GE
& asSOciciles Sue

aren,,,&n.Ima'&.th,g ua.ñyrd,Ingsco,,m..ncafi,n, uphiI,hing
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by Nick Martin
Education Reporter

WHAT DO UHC STUDENTS THINK
about cheating in the academic arena? Is it
a "black and white," issue or is cheating
defined relative to the situation in which is
occurs? I went around and asked eight stu-
dents how thcy felt about cheating in
school.

Q: flow would you define cheating?

A: ''Cheating is intentional/v deceiving
yourself and your teacher that you know
material or that you 'ye done ivork n/itch
you haven't done.

"Using someone S' else work and getting
credit/or it.

"Writing on your hand ... putting stuff in-
side your calculator ... copying offsome-

one else paper'



An "Academic Awakening" or just pompous cynicism?
"Exploring IdeaC
yAlexander Johnson

Opinion Editor

DOES ii IF EDUCATION SYSTEM IN
America make it the land of opportunity for all
those desiring success? This question has been
a paradox that I've recently been pondering in
my TCS 200' class.

It's an important question, for reasons
that need little explanation. Its importance can
be felt. We're living in America; a nation whose
ideology states that we're all created as equals.
A union joined together by the idea that we're
all bestowed with the unalienable rights to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, regard-
less of race. gender. or any affiliation.

We also live in a country where at least
40% of this nation's wealth is held by less than
1% of its population and where the important

transformational decisions are made only by
those who are either well educated or in sonic
position of political power.

Is this a naturally occurring phenoni-
enon or deliberate social engineering at work?
To be more specific. are there noticeable dif-
ferences in the quality of education that differ-
ent socioeconomic
classes receive? Ac-
cording to observational
and statistical studies
that my class has been
reviewing, the answer is
undoubtedly "yes,"
which further begs the
question, does,i' the
svav we teach and what

we teach reinfo,ve these
social classes and fiw-
ther stagger the ku-
ma ii harlan efJó,i/br so-
cia! equality and jut s-
ike?'

Jean Anyon, in
her essay "From Social
Class to the hidden
Curriculum of Work,"
constructs a paradigm
through which my class
and I viewed the current
educational system

while trying to answer this question. It's a para-
digni that suggests the majority of high schools
in America can be categorized into four differ-
ent groups.

The first one she talks about are the
working-class high schools (for incomes below
$13,000), then middle-class schools ($13,000
to $39,000), along with affluent professional
schools ($40,000 to
$100,000), and then
finally executive
elite schools
($100,000 and
above).
After this introduc-
tion, my class and I
for the next few
weeks read and critiqued essays by several dis-
tinguished teachers, sociologists, and critics
alike who wrote about the differences in levels
of education.

For instance. John Taylor Gatto in
"The Seven Lesson Schoolteacher" outlines a
national curriculum for high school students
who go to these working class and sometinies
middle class schools. "Teaching means differ-
ent things in different places," he writes, "but
these seven lessons are universally taught from
Harlem to LA."

Here are a few reworded samples of
the subconsciously taught lessons that he em-

Ideas that Oppress

1.0. alone determines
success. Accept your place.

Let technology or the book
think for you. Don't bother
figuring out why rules or
equations are correct

Just memorize fragmented
and unrelated facts without
trying to understand the
concepts.

. The teacher is the authority.

Ideas that Empower

Success comes with learn-
ing how to learn. It's not a
matter of LQ., It's a matter of
saying. "I will."

You're in school to learn
how to think. You have the
capacity to understand how
things work.

Education is about seeing
connections between subjects
and ideas. Learn how knowl-
edge applies to the real world.

. The teacher is your partner.

phasizes. See if any of these cliches sound tb-
niiliar:

I) Be confused: "You can never be certain of
anything ... It's useless trying to figure things
out in Ii ... Forget about probability, statis-
tics, and the scientific method ... Feel self-righ-
teous about living a life ofperpetual self-doubt

Don't look for connec-
tions between subjects
Don't try to be creative and
conceptualize abstract
frameworks ...Education
consists of systematically
memorizing fragments of
information and learning
about how to let technol-

ogy do the thinking for you ... Life is just con-
fusing and trying to figure it out is futile."

There's a hierarchy: 'The teacher is the au-
thority ... Your job is not to think ... Do what
you're told to do ... Realize your place in the
class ... Some students are smarter than others
are ... Some students are more popular than oth-
ers are ... You must accept this and your own
class position ..You can't leave ... If you try to
leave you will he penalized."

Have blind faith in your teacher: "Don't go
to other sources for information ... The infor-

niatioti that the teacher
gives you is always going
to be accurate and the best
means of learning the in-
formation ... Only study
the material that the
teacher assigns ... If you
start to venture off to-
wards things that are more
interesting or applicable
to the real world, you will
be punished for not doing
the assigned work.'

Enthusiasm is bad:
"Don't become so confi-
dent and independent that
it becomes impossible for
you to be subjected to au-
thority ... Base your sense
of self-worth off of your
grades and off of what the
teacher, society and your
parents tell you ... Forgo

page 4 Education

Be confused ... you can never be
certain of anything ... it's
useless trying to figure things
out in life ,,



any process of introspection or self-evaluation
The unexamined life is the only one worth

living."
It's amazing that someone who was

named the New York City Teacher of the Ycar
could be so pessimistic about education, but at
the same time he does make sonic keen obser-
vations about how we some-
times unknowingly teach chil-
dren from lower income back-
grounds. It's Gatto's sugges-
tion that through the inculca-
tion of such mentally and
spiritually debilitating ideas
people are manipulated into
the lower strata of social
classes.

However, on the
other side, Deborah Meir and
Paul Schwarz in their essay.
"The Hard Part is Making it
1-lappen." point out the ideas
that they believe help make
the executive elite schools so
effective in producing the
competent leaders of tomor-
row. Although there are strong
points throughout their essay,

here are three lessons taught
that somewhat capture the es-
sence of what is eniphasized
in the classrooms opposite of
the working class schools:

I) You are an individual: "Whatever you can
conceive and believe, you can achieve...
Success isn't dependent on your 1.Q.. it's
a matter of your saying I will ... As an in-
dividual. you have distinct innate aptitudes

and abilities that if
you use will lead to
success and fulfill-
ment... Humankind
survives by means of
creative work and it
is the potential ofev-
ery person to be in-
novative and creative in finding new and
better ways to do things ... Learn how to
be a producer of art and knowledge, not
just how to be a passive consumer of it."

2) Think well: Develop the habit of asking
the following five questions with every-
thing you encounter.

i. How do you know what you know?
(Evidence)

Partly due to the ideas taught iii come lower s'orking-class schools, some
students are conditioned to view themselves and tire world in such a way that

pro/zthit'i them Jthm achievement.

You are an in
ever you can
believe, you c

From whose viewpoint is this being
presented? (Perspective)

Flow is this event or work connected
to others? (Connections)

What if things were different'?
(Supposition)

Why is this important? (Relevance)

3) You are free: "You are not required to be
here, but because you love learning why
would you want to leave? ... Make deci-
sions based off your rational self-interest

The teacher is your partner in preparing
you for college and the real world that lies
ahead ... A world where you're going to

have control over
your own destiny and
make decisions de-
terniining the out-
conic of your life

Take timc out each

,, day to pursue what
you're also interested

in ... Take it upon yourself to be your own
teacher as well."

So, do ideas really influence the out-
come of our lives? What are the ideas that you
believe? Can you see how they impact the fate
of your life? Who put those ideas there? In
whose interest do those ideas serve? Have you

ever stopped to question them?
These are questions only we can an-

swer for ourselves since to let someone else

dividual ... what-
conceive and
an achieve...

answer them is like giving a person control over
what we were born with - the liberty to make
decisions over our own lives.

Most of us though are indifferent to
analyzing such ideas taught in the classroom
and their effect on the outcome of students.

We bestow our control to our entrusted
visionary leaders, who despite
these studies still fail to under-
stand that the inequalities in the
educational system reach far be-
yond financial distress and a lack
of a "computer with Internet ac-
cess in every classroom." Of
course, ample financial support
and up to date technological re-
sources are important, but their
occasional depravities don't cap-
ture the essence of what's really
causing the havoc we see in sev-
eral of the American classrooms
today. A larger crisis lies in the
ideas planted in the heads of the
oppressed that will keep them op-
pressed throughout their lives.
Until we face these issues,
America won't be living up to its
promise that this is the land ofop-
portunity

Forge ahead.

I (TCS is shon Iorlwcnlicth Ccnluty Studies - a3
offered here at OSU that I would strongly recommend
to anyone who is interested in developing heir critical

thinking skulls tnt social issues and acquiring ncu holistic insights towards
American culture.)
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Some of my favorite books and movies about
education and the Increasing anti-mind cultumt
trends:

Books:

The Closing of the American Mind, by Allan I3liwm. A siudr that
tanks a' ks' sr.n.snrx innsng America u being d.,n:bt'ddonn and a., a
,r.,udI bets, ,,p,rdemo, racy 'a threaten,'d

STh.l Smart Students Know, by Adan Robinson. Oifaiaider of Mi-
('rinceron Revins' ia/kc Ia the hex' aoadenls wound the cpa/ion an.?
reports boss ekes do ii. A hook that teaches snu how so learn unless rime
and viM boner wink,.

How in ThInk md Gross Rich, by Napoleon Hill .4 book that n/to wi
II:, umbu,,,o, f/pc, lea., that dew/op a pa eu/s's mental attitude so that
ike, Can Create' west/tb and henri?: etthen cit ike sante lime.

MovIes:

SI I nd S\ ilk. .Wa.cth' dialogue bcovrrn a ph,ststcict. a poet cern) ii
pol. ,uwn about how to ove's'am.' seeing the tar/dat fragmented and
instead look it it as pc/fl of tnt ,ntegrczted staten.

Stanoracturing Consent, by Noam Clwtnsky. Aft/rn bused of/the booh
I /p,,s, 'lprsn,'s Ira t s use,) to impose ignorance among itt sit i.e's.

Blue Eyed. h Jane Elliot. A dnctaneniatyabouea rented school
,iarher s/ioIuiag host un:m,nlv .rtudents an' suppressed in tile classroom
ritrotigh intimidation and an imposed inferiamly enmphvr.
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Katrina Hanson) Mel Masumoto, Yuki Nokozato, Makiko Takehara, Robin McDaniel
(bock), and Aya Tonabe (front), smile for a picture at the Sanno Exchange Student
welcome reception.

by Katrina Hanson
Student Life Editor

NEVER hAVING THE EXPERIENCE OF

hosting an exchange student, I was reluctant to
sign the contract agreeing to room with a
Japanese exchange student for seven weeks
winter tenn. What would I be getting myself
into? I would he sharing a 12 by 15 ft. cubicle
with someone who may not understand one
word I speak. But, after pondering my options,
it became clear to me this would be a positive
experience; it would not only give me a chance
to share American culture, but F could learn
about Japanese culture too.

Preparations for the arrival of my
roommatc included cleaning the room, squeez-
ing all lily clothes into one dresser and ward-
robe, making a welcome sign. and attending
an orientation meeting with the other host room-
mates. As I went through these processes the
excitement and apprehension steadily increased
within mc. Would I be able to communicate
with my roommate? Would she like me?

While I was contemplating numerous
questions, I am sure my new roommate, Makiko
Takehara. was wondering similar things as she
and 16 other girls from Sanno College in To-
kyo, Japan (a business school) flew into Eu-

gene and then made their way to Corvallis. She
was probably excited and nervous, anticipat-
ing the seven weeks of international business
and business communications classes that she
will be taking here at 0513. Maybe she was
also wondering about what the weekly conver-
sation with her PAL (Partner in American Lan-
guage), an OSU student who agreed to converse
with a Sanno student in order to help them im-
prove their conversational skills, would be like.

Questions about the first two week-
ends of her stay spent with Corvallis fhmilies
and the ski trip to Willamette Pass. probably
also consumed her thoughts.

Then, on January 31, at approximately
2 p.m.. I heard chattering and giggling in the
hail and soon after a knock on my door. I

opened it to find my new roommate. Makiko.
and four of her friends. In a moment, the ques-
tions became reality as our two worlds collided.

Their escort requested that she leave
the girls with me for twenty minutes, so in an
instant I was in a room with five Japanese girls
who understood very little English. Suddenly
1 had the humbling experience of becoming the
minority in my own room.

I nirod uc i ng myself and lea riling their
names was the First trick. How will I ever re-
member those names and their pronunciations

I wondered? Then, showing Makiko where she
could keep her things. what bed was hers, how
to use her room key, and explaining to her that
she was free to use the phone and refrigerator,
were challenges in themselves. The five girls
couldn't stop smiling, but I could tell they were
nervous and I did my best to make them, espe-
cially Makiko. feel at home. Before long their
escort returned to take them on a tour of cam-
pus, and now, with a little more understanding
of how great the language barrier would he. I
had three hours to prepare myself for her re-
ii rn.

Makiko returned in good spirits, but
she was very tired after the long day of travel.
I helped her unpack her things, but I was
shocked at the small amount of clothing she
brought along, it didn't even till one suitcase!
She sweetly gave me a small gift of Japanese
marshmallow candy. Then she showed me her
sticker book, but these weren't ordinary slick-
ers. Each one was a picture of her and her
friends, and there were hundreds of them. We
then spent at least an Ii our ttyi ng to call Japan.
She tried herself, and when that failed, she
turned to me. The calling card was in Japa-
nese of course, so my attempts were just

on E.vcliasn,'e Student. page 7
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America and Japan: two worlds meet

Sanno Students Say 1

What They Like
About America

"Everyone isfriendily one) kind to me.
-Mc,kiko Takehara

"Freedom! And people are friendly."
-Hiroko Tanaka

"People are friendly. very kind.
America is fun."
-Sue Sotouchi

'A lot of nature (trees etc.). A lot of good
music."
-Hiroko Tokumuru

Torests, many forests, clear water, and
big space. / like everything about
America."
-Ke! Musumoto



by Robin McDaniel

Student Life Reporter

COOL SALT WATER MISTED MY FACE,

fanning life back into me. After a day of
swimming in the ocean and lying under a
beach umbrella in humid ninety degree
weather, found only on the Equator, I rocked
back and forth in my hammock. I savored
every drop of my Ecuadorian banana fruit
drink and watched the sun go down: purple,
red, orange, gray, and then finally black. I
rocked back and forth, back and forth, as the
night went on, staring at the stars and the
full moon. I wondered ifpeople back at OSU
were watching the same full moon or if it
was hidden by clouds as usual.

This past summer I lived with a host
family and attended school in Quito, the
capital of Ecuador. After the official pro-
gram was over, I stayed and traveled the
country by bus. In only two weeks I cov-
ered the majority of the cities in the coun-

Exchange Student:
continued front page 6

guesses. At last, when we succeeded in mak-
ing the call, her parents weren't honic. Due
to the time ditiërcncc, they were at work.

Throughout the first week it has
been fun to see Makiko's fascination with
the small things like an OStJ pom-pom. Jon-

Student Life

Little Shrimp, Big Dilemma
trygoing everywhere from Guayaquil,
Ecuador's main port city and the largest city in
the country. to
Cañar. a small In-
dian village high in
the mountains, near
the only remaining
lncan ruins in Ecua-
dor, the Ruins of
Ingapirca. I lived on
less than ten dollars
a day by staying in
decent motels for
three to five dollars a night, sticking to piles of
fresh bread from the bakery, and eating a three
dollar afternoon meal of rice, beans, and my
favoriteshrimp.

My cheap, conscience-free, college
student's paradise of eating shrimp everyday.
and not even blowing my budget. began to fade
when I read about the destruction of the beau-
tiful mangrove forests as a result of shrimp
fanning. Mangroves have a particularly unique

ior Mints. American cartoons and my jewelry.
We havc started to get to know each other
through insignificant conversations, an inter-
view she conducted for one of her classes and
the fun of doing facial masks with other girls
in the hall. who have all gone out of their way
to help her feel welcome.

In just one week I have already dis-
covered that many of the stereotypes people
warned inc about just aren't true. I expected

After a summer in Ecuador,
shrimp is no longer simply
another tasty food, but rather a
symbol of the difficult
environmental value judgements
people all over the world are
faced with everyday.

Experience in Ecuador sheds
tight on local and global
environmental concerns

page 7

root system, evolved to grow in salt water.
Not only do mangroves stop erosion along

the coast lines of
many countries, but
they support a wide
range of marine life
including prawns,
fish, coral larvae.jel-
lyfish, anemones,
and lobster. Since
1975. nearly 75% of
the rare mangrove
forests have disap-

peared. The forests are cut down to form
enclosed pools of salt water which are ideal
for growing and harvesting shrimp, one of
Ecuador's main exports.

The destruction of the Mangroves is
not the only side effect of shrimp aquacul-
ture. While on my way to the small island
Jambeli. in Ecuador, I took a boat ride

continued on Si, rimp, page 8

Makiko to be quiet and tentative, but instead
she and her friends seem to be outgoing, very
social. inquisitive, and busy. I also expected
her to say "yes" a lot even when she was
unclear about things, but I have been pleased
with the number of questions she asks me.

Sharing my room with Makiko is
a test of patience when it comes to commu-
nicating, but so far it has been an enjoyable
and empowering experience.

Far left, Host
roommate, Katrina
Hanson, speaks
with three Sanno
Students at the
w e I C 0 m I n g
reception held on
February 2. Left,
Two Sanno
students converse
with one of their
host families.

Photos by
Dow YehiThe Chronicle



by Alexander Johnson

Opinion Editor

LAST NOVEMBER. OREGON STATE

University President Patti Risser addressed
questions on student issues at the fourth annual

Presidential Forum, sponsored by the
University Honors College.

I'd like to emphasize that all questions
are completely in bounds:' Paul Risser coni-
mented. "I think ii gives us a chance to talk
about topics that are important to everyone on

campus. but particulary to students."
Brooke Struck, a sophomore in the UHC

who served as a forum coordinator, also told
the audience that people could write down their

questions. They would then be passed up to the

front of the Memorial Union Lounge where
either she or Jeff Morgan, a junior in the UHC
who served as another forum coordinator,
would ask the questions to Risser aloud.

For the next hour, questions of all sorts
were asked ranging from priority registration
for student athletes to whether OSU sold stu-

dent addresses to credit card companies.
One of the first issues addressed was why

student athletes are allowed to have priority
registration. Risser commented on the impor-

tance of athletics to the university, and said,

through mangrove remains transt'ornied into
shrimp farms. I saw gallons ofdark brown
water pumped out of the shrimp pools di-
rectly into the ocean. Massive quantities of
shrimp feces and uneaten shrimp food turn

Øzthe
water brown which affects marine life

dramatically.
Ecuadorians are not solely responsible

for this destruction. In their desperation for
money to feed their children, most Ecuador-
ians do not think about environmental con-
sequences. They concern themselves with
meeting the United States' demand for
shrimp. The United States currently imports
over 90% of the shrimp produced in Ecua-

"most universities give preferential treatment

to athletes ... this university needs to offer simi-

lar opportunities in order to compete."
One student asked Risser if he thought

there was an equal balance in quality between
the Liberal Arts department and the other col-

leges here at OSU. 1 think that's something
that we can lake pride in," Risser responded.
"Here at OSU there is a strong emphasis on
both the Sciences and the Liberal Ads."

When Risser was asked about what was

being done to solve the "parking problem," he
talked about a task force, which includes two

OSU students, that is dedicated to working solv-

ing parking shortages. In response to this, an-
other student asked if it might he feasible to
look into building a parking garage. Risser re-

plied by saying that it has been looked into, but
that undertaking such a project would be too

expensive and that there are other ways of solv-

ing the problem.
Another concern dealt with was the is-

sue of how we can maintain the same quality

level of education at OSU despite the increase
in enrollment. Risser responded by mention-
ing that there arc many important statistical sur-

veys that measure the quality of a university.
"However ill had to select only one, the reten-

tion rates would be it."

S hrirnp dor. Greenpeace and other organizations en-
courage the United States to import less shrimp,

continued from page 7 - but it is still commonly served. Only a few
weeks ago The Board Walk Cafe, in MeNary
Central, served fried shrimp. Shrimp is grown
in such large quantities that it is no longer a
luxury and can be served to college students in
cafeterias.

I ate some of the shrimp served in the
cafeteria a few weeks ago. They swiped SI .75
off of my meal card--a small monetary price to
pay for shrimp. Perhaps I will pay a much larger
price if I continue to indulge in a food becom-
ing so mainstreant I want my children to swim
in the oceans of South America, Asia, Africa,
and Australia, and not worry about the pollu-
tion. I want them to see the divine Mangroves
and the shorebirds that roost among their
branches. One option is to eat less shrimp, low-

The president pointed out that despite the

increase in enrollment, retention of upperclass-

men and the average grade point average of
entering freshman have increased as well. In
1997. around 27% had at least a high school

GPA of 3.75 or above, (The closest state school

in Oregon had figures around only 19%.) "1
think this is just one of the many ways we can

tell that students feel they're getting a quality
education here at Oregon State University."
Risser said.

Finally, one of the last questions was con-

cerned with whether or not Oregon State Uni-

versity sells addresses to credit card companies.

I am 99.9% sure that we do not," said Risser.
"In fact, as I think about ii, I am sure that we

don't."
At the closing Risser pointed out that he

was very impressed with the thought put into
the questions presented at the forum, and later
thanked the UHC and the audience. Jeff Mor-
gan closed the meeting and invited everyone
to come back to the next Presidential Forum in

November 1999.

Editor c Note: Quotes taken from "Presi-

dciii Pa ii/ Rtvser addresses siw lent concerns,

by DeAnn Wulker in the November 20, 1998

edition 'ft/ie OSU Bumnieter. ci

ering the demand, decreasing the profitabil-
ity of shrimp farming and hopefully caus-
ing less forests to be cut down.

Unfortunately this option does not
come without costs. By simply not eating
shrimp, many Ecuadorians could lose their
jobs. In an ideal world we could spend the
money we would have spent on shrimp to
invest in technologies to make existing
shrimp farms less environmentally destnic-
tive and generate capital to jump start their
economy. I don't see this happening any-
time soon, especially when the average
United States citizen is not aware of the
problem. After a summer in Ecuador,
shrimp is no longer simply another tasty
food, but rather a symbol of the difficult en-
vironniental value judgments people all over
the world are faced with everyday.

page 8 News
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The Ten Dollar Night Out OT1JCP (P1ILLc,
Avery Park and Central Park are both

in the Town of Corvallis
by Beth Tilgner
Entertainment Reporter

ITS FRIDAY NIGHT AND YOU DON'T HAVE

anything to do. Oh. sure there's that IS page
English paper due on Monday, but ii you did
Lila! you' d have nothing to do on Sunday. It's
obvious that you should go out. hut then there's
the question of money. This calls For a coin
call. You check your wallet and find a dollar.
search the mattress which yields fifty cents, and
after going through every pocket in every item
of clothing you own the grand total is $3.60.
Not wanting to risk the humiliation of going
otit without at least five bucks in your pocket,
you decide your laundry can wait until next
week and remove the quarters from the jar
labeled KEEP OUT.

Now feeling quite smug you invite your
best friend for a night on the town. They too
must turn their room upside down for a pocket
of change, so with ten dollars between the both
of you, you are ready to go. The night is young
so you decide to grab a bite to eat. Heading for
Burger King. the two of you split a "$2.22"
value meal. After fishing $1.11 out of your
pocket. you wolf down a burger and fries.
Water will have to do for now. Now that you
have greased your stomach. it's time for the en-
tertainment. On your way to the State Theater

Our Ribs are on Everyone's Lips'

Beef Ribs Pork Ribs . Baby Back Ribs
Chicken . Sandwiches a Burgers

-- Catering Available -

1565 NW Monroe Avenue
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Fax your orders to go:
541-758-0216

Phone: 541-758-0215

you remember some candy you got from the
U}IC Office last week and fish it out. Once
inside the theater you give up your brain to the
big screen.

With the remaining S2.39 in your pocket
you walk out of the theater and squint into the
headlights. You are starving and the buttery
popcorn smells didn't help much. Your buddy
remembers that the coffee shop down the street
has live entertainment, so you head down there
for a drink. The music is great and you see
some guys from one of your classes. Thinking
you are going to score a free drink, or at least
some conversation, the two of you sidle up to
their table. Then comes the ultimate blow, "Hey
girls. would you mind not talking to us, we are
trying to pick up those chicks over there." Egos
crushed. you and your friend slink out of the
coffee shop and hack into the rain.

Now you are each down to $1.25 and it
seems like options are running out. Time to
get crazy! You go buy some toilet paper and
head over to the house of those lover boys from
the coffee shop. Careful not to waste a single
square you diligently T.P. theirentire front yard.
So much for maturely accepting life's curve
balls. Heading back to your apartment you
smile, pat the 32 cents in your pocket and de-
clare your five dollar night on the town a huge
success.

Ch7onide

.
You can advertise In :

n

for as little as $50 in this hex!

Use it to promote your husiness,
cluh, or organization.

N

Or make a donation ill support ot the
OWorncic and let the community

waholitit.

,EIV©ucs.orst.edu

tar more
inNnnation!
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near campus. Playgrounds are good
rejuvenators. McDonald Forest isa short
drive away.
a The 99 cent movie rack at Hollywood
Video is a haven amongst growing movie

prices. Revisit some old classics. You
could even splurge a little and get two.
There are many time tested alternative
eating options: day-olds from the Donut
Shop, Safeway late night deli specials.
You can get food for many for only a
few dollars. The experienced budgeter
usually can make a decent and even
delectable meal out of market leftovers.
Find a date interested in having fun, go

to Goodwill and buy each other one item
from the bins that the other must wear
for the rest of the night. Then parade
the town!
All fast food restaurants have things for
under a dollar, but if you pool your funds,
you and your friends can hit a sit down
place.

Haunt someone's house, or better yet,
go caroling ... in the middle of summer.

Bake cookies or brownies, then head
to a local retirement center for the day.
Ask residents about their childhood;
learn about life before computers.

Bankruptcy
Personal Injury
Business Law

Tax Law'

Rodolfo A. Camacho
Attorney at Law

679 Cottage St. NE
Salem, OR 97301

(503) 362-2674
Fax: (503) 315-8550
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Editors' Choice
The Chronicle staff gives their
recommendation of CDs and
books to check out.

N! Licks
If you like Sublime, then Tin-
viteyou to check out the Long
Beach Dub All-Stars. The
LBDAS are Sublime
minus lead vocalist/song
writer Bradley Nowell, who died shortly
after the release of the band's self-titled clas-
sic, along with the addition of several new
musicians. The LUDAS play a unique mix
of reggae, ska, punk and rap that Sublime
made famous. Even though they don't have
any albums out yet, don't despair; they are
on tour and have a strong presence on the
Internet.

Robin's Rock'ns
[he Mask and the Mirror CD
by Loreena McKennit is awe-
some in a kind of a twisted
way.
Enya is soothing and foreign
sounding.
"The End of a Dream" by Anne Rule is a
true story about some recent surfing bank
robbers from Seattle .. thrilling fast read
great for a road trip.

rJohns Jams
2-Pac's Greatest Flits: The best
of the West's best. Need I say
more.
Smashing Pumpkins: 5iamese
Dream- It's been out since
high school and still is one of my favorite
albums, one for the ages. If you haven't
heard it yet, it's about time you do.

Winston's
Winners
Two CDs I have enjoyed for
years are by dance, rock and
soul artist, SEAL. The talents
of this Nigerian / Brazilian
(British-based) performer have been recog-
nized by his Grammy awards, platinum CD
sales and international acclaim. Both CDs
are titled SEAL; they are distinguished by
their production year: SEAL(1991) &
SEA L(1994).

The essence of "WILL"
power a critique of
"Shakespeare in Love"

by Alexander Johnson

Education Editor

LIFE AND LOVE IN THE 90's, THE l59Ws

that is, can be a stressful, peril-fraught propo-
sition. especially for those engaged in the cut-
throat business of theatre.

Just ask \k ill Shakespeare.
Screenwriters Marc Norman and Tom

Stoppard, the ingenious creators of what
could he considered a modern classic.
"Shakespeare in Love," do a brilliant job of
showing how one of the most respected
plays, Romeo and Juliet, came to be a uni-
versal work of art. Ti's a simple matter of rec-
ognizing that time-honored maxim: "Write
what you know."

The story opens with young Will
(played by Joseph Fiennes) pouring his heart
out to the neighborhood alchemist. "It's as if
my quill is broken, as if the organ of my
imagination isdriedup. as if the proud tower
of my genius is collapsed." In English, he's
saying that he has writer's block, which he
thinks is partly due to his chaotic life. Not
only is his beloved Rosealine sleeping around
with other men, but he's being relentlessly
pressured by Philip Henslowe, the owner of
the local theatre (played by Geoffrey Rush),
to write a palpable hit so that he can repay
the tenacious London loan shark Hugh
Fennyman (played by Tom Wilkinson). It's
enough to make any writer just want to re-
linquish the pen all together.

However, a new passion enters into
Shakespeare's life that inspires him to con-
tinue what is at the time called "Romeo and
Ethel. the Pirate's daughter." Lady Viola de
Lessups (played by the luminous Gwyneth
Paltrow). a fellow romantic idealist, dreams
of being with a man who understands the true
ambivalent nature of love. She's a dreamer
who places virtue in individuality over su-
perficiality; thus upon first reading the words
of the young genius she instantly falls in love
with him, as does Will with her.

h(/t give it meaning. 4 stars.
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As their love evolves, so does the play
into the timeless title, "Romeo and Juliet,"
as well as the story line to represent the ad-
versity both characters confront in trying to
face the reality that they can never be to-
gether due to the hierarchical policies of the
era, For example, just as Juliet is to many
Paris in Romeo and Juliet. Viola is to marry
a similar archetype. Lord Wessex (played by
Cohn Firth), by orders of Queen Elizabeth
(brilliantly played by Judi Dench) and her
father br political and economic reasons.

Not only can parallels he found be-
tween Romeo and Juliet and Shakespeare's
own life, but aspects of his other works are
throughout the movie as well. Its a fulfill-
ing challenge for the keen observer to try to
anticipate and identify these moments.

This movie is a must for anyone who
has even the slightest interest in Shakespeare
or the theatre. It's hard to find screenplays
this clever anymore. 1 give it four stars! **a B

4

Sote movies I've rented recently
on video ...

\Vall Street. starring Charlie Sheen and
Stephen Douglas. Produced and directed
by Oliver Stone. A provocative and
analytical movie set in the 1980 : aboUt

insider trading on Wall Street. 3 stars. **

- a

Pi. starring Sean Gullette, Mark Margolis,
and Ben Shenkman. Directed by Darren
Aronofsky. A look into the emotionally
disiubed mind o/a ,nat/u'inatwal genius
irving tufirid on/c',. in //ic universe. 0niy
,nildlly intellectual however. 2 stars.

a 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 S St
Dead Poets Society. starring Robin I
Williams. A movie that reminds us to
'carpe die,,,, ' and that ti/mile our I

accampisunents susuil ; life, people are -



Entertainment
Alanis leads reviews
with "Junkie" album
by John T.Wilson
Entertainment Reporter

HERE ARE A FEW OF MY THOUGHTS O

some CD releases:

SUPPOSED FORMER
INFATUATiON JUNKIE
Alanis Morrisette

Upon hearing that Alanis Morrisette had
finally released her first album since the best
selling Ja',ged Little Pill. I wondered if ii were
possible for 11cr new album to not be disappoint-

ing. While this album is far from a "Jagged
Link Pill II". it was certainly not a disappoint-
ment. Walking the edge of accepted. contem-
porary pop. Alanis has created a soul filled col-
lection that retains its artistic integrity. Two
songs. "Thzuik You" and 'Unsent" have already
found their way onto the airways. racing quickly

to international popularity. However, this album

is hardly defined by a few hits. Others, includ-
ing "Are You Still Mad?" and "Can't Not" are
powerful pieces. combining probing lyrics with

a trance like sound that some how fails to get
old. Joining You and So Pure are among my
favorites, combining the widest range of instru-

mental ion I've heard in a long time. font lug
You opens with dark, simple bar chords, while
So Pure entertains a type of pseudo industrial
rock. Both have a catchy chorus that makes
me hit the repeat button. UHC Sophomore
Andrew Jackson said. "You cant listen to this
CD without finding meaning in the words."
couldn't agree more

WHITEY FORD SINGS
THE BLUES
Everlast

"Impossible," I thought. when I first
heard that the former front man of the early 90's

rap group The House of Pain had decided to
embark on a new rock venture. Upon hearing
the first cover on MTV. W/uif /; Like. I was

immediately excited about this new album titled

Whitey Ford Sings The Blues. What ltc Like
paints a masterful picture of today's society,
addressing issues of homelessness. abortion,
and gang violence, while encouraging empa-
thy for those less fortunate; asking the listener
to try to imagine "What It's Like." However,
unlike the new Alanis album. this CD is pretty
much a one-hitter. For the majority of the 18
tracks. I struggled to find more hints of What
It c Like and found ample amöünts of retro white

rap without the "Jump Around" jive, rhythm.
and Irish swagger of The House of Pain. Songs
Money (dollar bill) Feat Sadat .v and Beat/a
Conies Call/it' define the album - an over
powering bass line, very little musical varia-
tion, and monotonous lyrics about drugs and
other depressing subjects. It is rarely worth
buying a CD just for one song. but this may be
an exception. What it : Like is a sharp knife in
a very dull drawer, and I would strongly rec-
ommend listening to this song repeatedly. As
for the rest of the album, bring out your old
Vanilla Ice tapes and use your imagination. **
1/2

PROLONGiNG THE MAGIC
Cake

A Cake fan's dream!! Pretty much what
we've conic to expect from Cake. mean bass
lines, the deep monotone voice of John McCrea

that somehow always makes you ask for more.
Not being a huge Cake fan, I still really en-
joyed this album. While most of the songs
sound very similar, they are all catchy tunes
with variations in instrumentation and vocal
experiments. Never There is perhaps my fa-
vorite song on this CD, combining a Spanish
style trumpet and cool chorus with the aspects
that have always defined Cake's style. The use
of pianos. steel guitars. and musical saws on
this CD show that Cake has not stopped its cre-
ative flow. All and all, this is a fun album that
could grow on everyone. *** 1/2
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Editors'Choice (con 't)

Jenny's "Penny
for my thoughts"

My favorite book is "Les
Miserables," hut it sounds
horrible to say the reason for
that is because Victor Hugo wrote every-
thing in it that I have ever wanted to ex-
pressit's all wrapped up in the (para-
phrased) concept that the only sight of the
physical world that could be more spec-
tacular than the sea is the sky, and the only
thing more incredible than either would
he to see human souls ... which ties into
the reason Kipling's If" and Tennyson's
"Lady of Shalott" are among my all time
favorite poems, and why I'm so crazy
about Simon & Garfunkel and the
Monkeesthey all represent something
which I can only describe as an extension
of my own characterwhat I would hope
it to be. From the profound to the ridicu-
lous, it's as though those people had looked
into my soul and had become a part of it.

Kara's Klips
My favorite is Queen's album, "A Night at
the Opera." This collection of songs dis-
plays the wide range of musical talent that
Queen is known for, especially for the soar-
ing vocals of the late Freddie Mercury. ft

truly is one of my favorites,

Kat's Kalls
The best song of all time is
"Free Fallin" by Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers. Lis-
tening to it just makes you feel
good and yearn for indepen-
dence.

Dowg Pound Pix
I still get chil Is tip my spine
every time! listen to Górecki's
Symphony No. 3, played by
the London Sinfonietta under
David Zinman. The opening
of the piece is a slow, flowing melody,
which builds upon itself, layer by layer, for
about the first ten minutes and then gently
lets the listener down. Ft is a piece that is
experienced rather than simply heard.
Another favorite CD of mine is Love Scenes
by jazz singer Diana Krall. It is an enjoy-
able collection of jazz standards with the
right touch of romance, playfulness and
sentimentality in its rendering. S
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"The Honors College is what I
envisioned college would be like."

"I transferred to the UHC after my
first year at OSU and! can definitely
see the difference. I really feel like the
people here want to see me succeed
as much as Ida"

a
"Everyone here is so cordial and
amicable! I really feel like I'm at
home here."

'1 was amazed by the vibrance and

ft versatility of the students in the UHC.
It's a place where I don't only learn a
lot in the classes but 1 learn a lot
from the students as welt"

up

small classes

distinguished staff

Shakespeare festivals

forums with the OSU president

fly fishing excursions

visits from civil rights leaders

ski trips

a close-knit community

I

an exclusive student lounge

now,over it
229 Strand Hall U Oregon State University Corvallis, OR 9733!

I: ttp://wws orst. edu/dept./h
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